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Let F be the transition rule of an ordered cellular automaton. The author studies the 
geometry of a certain subset of Euclidean space associated to the sequence w, Fw, 
F*o,..., F”w,.... This subset yields information on the geometry and cardinality of Fpw for 
large p. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been recent interest in “cellular automata” or “tessellation structures” 
and their applications to biological or physical phenomena. For a survey, the reader 
may consult Aladyev [ 11. 
The basic problem is to study the behavior of the sequence o, Fo, 
F2w = F(Fco) ,..., Fpw ,..., where w is a “configuration” and F is a “transition rule.” 
Roughly speaking, for some fixed finite set Q, a configuration o is an assignment of 
an element of Q to each square of an infinite n-dimensional checkerboard. The tran- 
sition rule F then assigns to each configuration w a new configuration Fo. (More 
precise definitions are given in Section 2.) 
If we momentarily fix q E Q, our concern in this paper is with the geometry of the 
set of squares in the checkerboard where Fpw assigns q, for large p. We place 
abstract hypotheses on F and obtain properties of Fpw for large p, or, more precisely. 
of an appropriate limit. 
In more detail, we assume that Q has a partial order inducing a partial order on 
the set of configurations. We also assume F is “ordered”; i.e., F satisfies that w < Fw 
for each configuration w, and whenever w < r it follows Fcu <Ft. If q E Q is fixed, 
we study the limit in Kuratowski’s sense of the sequence of sets X,/p, where X, 
denotes the set of squares to which Fpo assigns an element of Q at least as large as q 
and X,/p indicates that each vector in Xp is divided by the scalar p. Call this limit 
Lim(o, q). 
In a sense which can be made precise, p Lim(o, q) approximates X, for large p. 
The major theorems give properties of Lim(o, q) which then imply properties of Fpw. 
In Section 3 we give interesting conditions under which Lim(w, q) is convex (so that 
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X,, is “approximately convex”). In Section 4 we interpret the volume of Lim(w, q) in 
terms of the cardinality of the sets XP. In Section 5 we present some curious 
examples. 
This paper generalizes Willson [ 131. There, stronger results were obtained for the 
special case Q = (0, l.}, but by more complicated methods. The results of [ 131 and 
the current paper for the case Q = {0, 1 } may be applied to study the growth of 
certain monatomic crystals. The idea is that if Q = {0, 1) then a configuration w may 
be interpreted as a description of a monatomic n-dimensional crystal: if w assigns 1 
to a square, then that square is regarded as occupied by an atom, while if w assigns 0 
to a square, that square is regarded as vacant. An appropriate transition rule F, when 
acting on the description w of a crystal, would yield the description Fo of that 
crystal after some small fixed interval of time; and F*o would describe the crystal 
after double that time, etc. It turns out that the hypothesis of orderedness is similar to 
properties assumed long ago for crystal growth. (See Stranski [ 121.) The particular 
rule F would depend on temperature, concentration of solute, buffers, etc. Given F, 
the ultimate macroscopic shape of the crystal after a long period of growth might be 
obtained from our results. Thus, if Lim(o, 1) is a tetrahedron, we expect the crystal 
to grow into a tetrahedral form. 
The advantage of the current paper over [13] is that it allows more complicated 
sets Q and hence more realistic crystal descriptions. (The case of [13], where each 
fundamental cell of the crystal lattice contains precisely one atom, is rare in nature.) 
Suppose, for example, the crystal structure is such that each fundamental cell, when 
fully occupied, contains three atoms A, B, and C. Let Q be the set of ordered triples 
(a, b, c), where a, b, c are each either 0 or 1. Then the state of the crystal may be 
described by a configuration o, where w assigns to the square v an element 
(a, b, c) E Q, such that a = 1 if and only if the atom A is present in the square u, 
b = 1 if and only if the atom B is present there, etc. 
Give Q the natural partial order where (a, b, c) < (a’, b’, c’) if and only if a < a’, 
b < b’, and c < c’. A transition rule F such as we consider in this paper may be an 
appropriate model for the growth rule of this crystal. Our theorems then yield infor- 
mation about the macroscopic shape that results from the growth of this crystal for a 
long period of time. If Lim(o, (1, 1, 1)) is a cube, we expect the crystal w to grow so 
that the region where the crystal lattice is fully occupied becomes cubical. If 
Lim(w, (1, LO)) is strictly larger than Lim(o, (1, 1, l)), we expect to find a 
macroscopic region where the lattice is filled with atoms of type A and B but where C 
is missing. 
The questions with which this paper deals are similar in spirit to questions raised 
elsewhere concerning the qualitative behavior of certain cellular automata. For 
example, John Horton Conway’s “Game of Life” (see Gardner [5]) is a study of how 
to predict Fpw for p large, where F is one particular transition rule. Greenberg er al. 
([6, 71) ask, for a class of transition rules F, when a pattern will ultimately disappear. 
Butler and Ntafos [3] are concerned with the number of occupied squares of Fpw 
(i.e., the cardinality of our sets X,) for a particular F, as well as with their density. 
Barto [2] studies the qualitative behavior of linear transition rules. Hoppensteadt [9; 
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p. 3071 raises questions about cellular automata used to model infestation patterns. It 
should be noted that our methods apply directly to none of the above examples; but 
there is an analogy of approach. 
2. BASIC NOTIONS 
Throughout this paper, Q will denote an arbitrary finite partially ordered set. We 
shall always assume there is a distinguished element 0 E Q so 0 < q for all q E Q. 
Let R” denote the Euclidean space of n dimensions, and let 2” denote the integer 
points of R”; i.e., Z” = {(a ,,..., a,) E R”: each a, is an integer}. If o E R”, let /L’ i 
denote its length (ai + ... + u2)l’*. The closure of a subset X will be denoted Cl(X). n 
DEFINITION. A conjlgurution w on Z” is a map LC): Z” + Q. It is called finite if 
O(U) = 0 for all but finitely many z) E Z”. The set of all configurations on Z” is 
denoted ,PZ, . We may give 9’2, a partial order by saying that o < r (where LU. 
r E <Pz) if and only if w(v) < 7(u) for all u E Z”. 
EXAMPLE. If q E Q, define the configuration 6, so 6,(v) = 0 for all L’ E Z” except 
for v = (0,O ,..., 0); and J&(0,0, 0 ,..., 0)) = q. 
EXAMPLE. If w E 92, and v E Z”, define a new configuration w + u, interpreted 
as w translated by v, by (w + u)(w) = o(w - v) for all w E Z”. Thus 6, + L’ takes 
value q at v and 0 elsewhere. 
EXAMPLE. If S is a nonempty subset of Z” and q E Q then 6, + S denotes the 
configuration whose value at w E Z” is q if w E S and which takes value zero at 
other w. 
DEFINITION. A transition rule F on ,9’2, is a map F: 2; -+ .Yt such that the 
following conditions hold : 
(i) For some finite m there are given m vectors vi, vz ,..., )I~ E Z” and a map 
f: Qm + Q such that for all w E 9’;; and all v E Z” we have (Fe)(c) = 
f(w(u + 1?,),“., m(u + II,)); 
(ii) f(0, 0 ,..., 0) = 0. 
Here Q”’ denotes the set of m-tuples from Q. The vectors q, ,..., q,,, are called the 
neighborhood vectors for F. We define the neighborhood parameter M for F to be 
M = sup 1 vi), where g, ranges over the neighborhood vectors for F. We say F is 
increasing if for all w E 9’;I it follows o < FOJ; F is order-preserving if whenever w. 
r E <Y;t and w < r it follows Fw < Fr; F is ordered if F is both increasing and order- 
preserving. We define Fp inductively by F’w = Fw and Fpco = F(FP- ‘co). 
The following results are immediate from the definitions: 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let F be a transition rule on 9;. Then 
(i) F(6,) = 6,. 
(ii) F is invariant under translation; i.e., for all o E 92, and all u E Z”, 
F(o + u) = (Fu) + v. 
(iii) Ifp > 1; then Fp is a transition rule on 9: also. 
(iv) If F is increasing or order-preserving then Fp is also for any p > 1. 
(v) If F is ordered and w < r E 92,) then Fpo < Fpr for all p > 1. 
Our primary concern is with the limiting behavior of the sequence o, Fo, F’o,... . 
The following definitions, which are specializations of notions due to Kuratowski 
[lo] (see also Salinetti and Wets [ 111) provide an appropriate tool. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a transition rule on S;J, q E Q, and w E 9;. Define 
WqCZ” by o,= {V E Z”: w(u)>q}. Then for p> 1, (Fpo),cZn and 
(Fpo),/p c R” (where division by p means division of each vector in the set by the 
scalar p). Define Lim inf(w, q) to be the lim inf in Kuratowski’s sense of the sequence 
(Fpw),/p and Lim sup(o, q) to be the lim sup in Kuratowski’s sense of the same 
sequence. More precisely, Lim inf(o, q) = {z E R”: there exists a sequence 
xp E (Fpo),/p defined for p sufftciently large such that limp_ xp = z} and 
Lim sup(w, q) = {z E R”: there exists an increasing sequence of integers pin co and 
xp, E (F’b),/p, SO hi+, xpi = z}. Clearly Lim inf(w, q) G Lim sup(0, q); if equality 
obtains we say Lim(o, q) exists and we define Lim(w, q) = Lim inf(o, q) = 
Lim sup(u4 q). 
It is straightforward to verify that Lim inf(o, q) and Lim sup(o, q) are both closed 
subsets of R”. Moreover, Lim inf(w, q) = Lim inf(Fo, q) = Lim inf(o + U, q) for 
u E Z”, and an analogous result is true for Lim sup. 
If L > 0, let D(L) denote the disk of radius L, D(L) = {w E R”: [WI <L}. If 
w E 9; we say o is supported on D(L) if o(u) # 0 implies u E D(L). 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose o E 9Z, is supported on D(L). Then Fw is supported on 
D(L + M), where M is the neighborhood parameter of F. 
Proof Suppose (Fw)(v) # 0. Then there must exist a neighborhood vector r,ri of F 
SO w(v+9i)fO. Hence Ic+ni(<L, SO IuI<L+IntI<L+M. I 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let w E 9; be finite and let q E Q be nonzero. If M denotes 
the neighborhood parameter of F, then Lim inf(o, q) c Lim sup(w, q) c D(M). In 
particular, Lim inf(o, q) and Lim sup(o, q) are compact. 
Proof: Since w is finite, there exists L > 0 so w is supported on D(L). By 
iteration of (2.2), it follows Fpo is supported on D(L +pM). Hence (Fpo), c 
D(L +pM), so (Fpo),/p c D(M + L/p). Any limit point must therefore lie in D(M). 
The second assertion follows since both Lim inf(w, q) and Lim sup(w, q) are 
closed. I 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Let F be increasing. Fix CO E 9’2, and q E Q. Either 
(Fpco), = afor all p, or else Lim inf(o, q) and Lim sup(w, q) are starshapedfrom the 
origin and contain the origin. 
Remark. This means that if x E Lim sup(w, q) and t E 10, l], then 
tx E Lim sup(0, q). 
Proof. Suppose for some p and some u E Z”, u E (Fpw),. Then FPo(u) > q. Since 
F is increasing, F’o(v) 2 q for all i >p, so u E (F’w), for all i hp. Since v/i -+ 0. it 
follows 0 E Lim inf(o, q) c Lim sup(w, q). 
Next suppose w E Lim inf(w, q). Let t E (0, 1); we show tw E Lim inf(w, q). 
Choose wi E (F’w), so wi/i+ w. Let k(i) = [ti], the greatest integer in ti. Then 
k(i) < i, whence by the fact that F is increasing it follows Wkfi) E (F'o),. But as 
i-+ 00, w&i = (k(i)/i)(w&Vi)) converges to tw, so tw E Lim inf(w, q). 
Now suppose w E Lim sup(o,q) and t E (0, 1); we show tw E Lim sup(o,q). 
Choose a sequence pi -+ 03 and wi E (Fpi~), SO W//pi -+ W. Let j(i) = [pi/t]* Then 
pi <j(i) and wi E (FiCi)~)4 since F is increasing. But wi/‘(i) converges to tw‘. so 
tw E Lim sup(w, q). I 
3. ORDERED RULES 
In this section we see that much can be said about Lim(w, q) if F is an ordered 
transition rule. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F be an ordered transition rule on 92,. Fix q < r E Q. If 
AP = (FpS,),/p c R”, then AP c A pS for any positive integer s and AP c Lim inf(b,, r). 
ProoJ Suppose w E AP, so that 6, +pw < Fp6,. Using (2. l), we see 6,. + 2pw = 
(6, + pw) + pw < Fp6, +pw = FP(bq + pw) < Fp(FpG,) = FZpG,, so that 2pw E 
(F2p6,),. Hence w E A . 2p A simple induction shows w E APS in like manner. 
Now if a is a positive integer, write a =ps(a) + t, where 0 < t < p and s(a), t are 
integers. We know w E Aps(“), whence ps(a)w E (FPs(a)6q)r c (F’(FpS’a’G,)), = (F”6,), . 
Hence ps(a)w/a E (F’6,),/a. As a + 00, ps(a)w/a -+ w, so that w E Lim inf(d,, r). 
Since w was arbitrary, the proof is complete. i 
THEOREM 3.2. Let F be an ordered transition rule on 92,. Fix q < r E Q. Then 
Lim(G,, r) exists. 
Proof. We use the notation of (3.1). Since Lim inf(d,, r) is closed and 
u AP c Lim inf(b,, r) by (3. l), it follows Cl(lJ AP) c Lim inf(b,, r) c Lim sup(6,, r). 
But Lim sup(6,, r) c Cl(lJ AP) since each point in Lim sup(b,, r) is approximated 
arbitrarily closely by points of UAP. Hence Cl(U AP) = Lim inf(b,, r) = 
Lim sup(6,, r). The theorem follows. 1 
Remark. Example (5.2) will show that if we drop the hypothesis that q < r, then 
Lim(G,, r) need not exist. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let F be an ordered transition rule on 9’2,. Choose q Q r E Q. 
Either (Fp(6,)), = 0 for all p or else Lim(G,, r) is compact and convex, and contains 
the origin. 
ProoJ: Assume (Fp(6,)), # 0 for some p. By (3.2) Lim(G,, r) exists; by (2.3) it is 
compact, and by (2.4) it contains the origin. Thus we need only prove convexity. 
Suppose w, v E Lim(G,, r) and t E (0, 1). We must show tw + (1 - t)v E Lim(G,, r). 
Since w, v E Lim inf(b,, r), choose wi, vi E (F’(6,)), so wi/i+ w, vi/i+ v. Then 
wi/i E A’ so by (3.1), for any positive integers a and b we have wi/i E Aai so 
awi E (F”(S,)), and similarly bvi E (F*‘(6,)),. Hence 6, + bvi Q F*‘(S,), and 
6, + aw, < p’6, from which we obtain 
Fai(J4 + bvi) < F”‘(F*‘(S,)) = F(“‘*“(6,). 
(6, t awi) t bvi Q F”‘(6,) t bvi = 
Thus awi t bvi E (F@‘+*%J,, so that 
(awi t bv,)/(ai t bi) E Ata+*ji. By (3.1) it follows (a/(a t b))(wi/i) t 
(b/(a t b))(vi/i) E Lim(G,, r). Letting i -+ 00, since Lim(G,, r) is closed, we obtain 
(a/(a + b))w t (b/(a t b))v E Lim(6,, r). Finally, if we choose a sequence of integers 
ai and bi so (ai/(ai + bi)) -+ t, we obtain tw + (1 - t)v E Lim(6,, r). 1 
The sets Lim(G,, r) have a important role in the study of Lim(w, r) for finite 
configurations w. The basic idea is contained in the following result: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let F be an ordered transition rule on 9’;;. Suppose o, 5 E 92, and 
there exists a positive integer m so w < t Q Fmo. Then for each q E Q, 
Lim sup(cu, q) = Lim sup(r, q) and Lim inf(w, q) = Lim inf(r, q). 
ProoJ It is easy to see for each p, Fpw < Fpz < Fp(Fmw). Hence (Fpw), G 
(Fpz), G (Fp(Fmco)), and one can conclude Lim sup(w, q) E Lim sup(r, q) G 
Lim sup(Fmo, q). But Lim sup(Fmo,p) = Lim sup(cu, q) so the result for Lim sup 
follows. A similar argument proves the claim for Lim inf. 1 
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose q E Q and CB E 9’2, satisfies 6, < w < F”6, for some 
m. Then for r > q it follows Lim(w, r) exists and Lim(o, r) = Lim(G,, r). 
For effective use of the preceding results it is convenient to place nondegeneracy 
conditions on F. 
DEFINITION. An ordered transition rule F on 92, is nondegenerate for q E Q if 
for each unit vector u = (0, 0 ,..., 0, f 1, 0 ,..., 0) E Z” there exists a positive integer k 
so Fk6, > 6, t u. 
Remarks. If F is nondegenerate for q and S c Z” is any finite nonempty set, then 
there exists k so FkS, > 6, t S. In particular Lim(G, t S, r) exists for r > q and 
Lim(G, + S, r) = Lim(6,, r) by (3.5). 
Moreover, for each unit vector u as in the definition, u/k E Lim(6,, q) for some k 
by (3.1). Hence convexity shows that Lim(G,, q) contains the origin in its interior. 
One can now prove a number of easy results like the following: 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose Q has a maximal element q; i.e., q > r for all r E Q. 
Suppose F is an ordered transition rule on 9; which is nondegenerate for q. If o is 
any jlnite configuration taking value q at some location, then Lim(o, q) exists and 
Lim(u, q) = Lim(G,, q). 
Proof. Suppose 6, + w < o. Let S be the set of v E 2” such that w(v) # 0. Then 
LL) < 6, + S since q is maximal. Since F is nondegenerate for q, there exists k so 
Fk6, > 6, + S > w. Hence 6, + w < w < Fk8,. An argument like that for (3.4) yields 
the result. 1 
4. VOLUMES 
In this section we interpret the volume of Lim(G,, r) as a means of counting 
asymptotically the cardinality of (Fp6,), . 
We first need to clarify the sense in which p Lim(o, q) approximates (Fpo),. If 
E > 0 and Xc R”, let N(X, E) denote the c-neighborhood of X; i.e., N(X, E) = ( y E R” : 
for some xEX, lx-y] <E}. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let w E 92, be jinite. Let F be a transition rule on ,PZ, and 
q E Q be nonzero. For any E > 0 there exists an integer A4 so whenever p 3 A4 it 
follows 
(i) Lim inf(o, q) c N((Fpo),/p, E); and 
(ii) (F%),/p c N(Lim sup(o, q), E). 
Remark. It follows that if Lim(o, q) exists, then (Fpo),jp converges to Lim(w, q) 
in the sense of the Hausdorff metric. (See Eggleston [4; p. 601.) 
Proof For (i), if x E Lim inf(w, q) and 1 y - XI < e/2, then we may find 
xp E (Fpo), so x,/p + x; thus there exists M, so for p 2 M, we have [x,/p - XI < e/2 
and so 1 x,/p - y 1 < E. It follows that each such x has a neighborhood U so whenever 
p > M,, U c N((FPw),/p, E). Since Lim inf(w, q) is compact by (2.3), we may cover 
it by finitely many such neighborhoods and obtain the inclusion (i). 
For (ii), we assume that for some E > 0 (ii) fails. Then we obtain a sequence 
pi -+ co and xi E (Fplw), so xi/pi & N(Lim sup(w, q), E). The sequence of points Xi/pi 
is bounded by (2.3), so some subsequence converges to a point x E Lim sup(o, q). 
Yet x & N(Lim sup(o, q), E) by the choice of xi, and this contradiction yields the 
result. I 
Notations. If Xc R” is a compact convex set, let V(X) denote its (n-dimensional) 
volume and let A(X) denote its surface area. If Xc R” is a finite set let ]X] denote its 
cardinality. If (a 1 ,..., a,) E 2” let C(a, ,..., a,) denote the unit hypercube of R” with 
(a 1 I..., a,) its “first corner”; i.e., C(a, ,..., a,) = {(x1 ,..., x,) E R”: a, < xi < ai + 1 for 
i = l,..., n}. If Xc Z”, let CN(X) = U C(a, ,..., a,) where the union is over all 
(a , ,-**, a,) E X. Note CN(X) c N(X, E) for E > n”‘. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let F be an ordered transition rule on 9’; which is nondegenerate 
for q. Let r > q. Then 
I(F%V),l _ Fm, k” - V(Lim(G,, r)). 
Remark. By (3.3), Lim(G,, r) is a compact convex set, so it has a well-defined 
volume. Since F is nondegenerate for q, Lim(S,, q) contains the origin in its interior 
and hence has positive volume. It is easy to see that if (Fk(S,)), # 0 for some k, then 
Lim(G,, r) also contains the origin in its interior and hence also has strictly positive 
volume. 
The theorem is false if one drops the hypothesis that F be nondegenerate for q. For 
example let n = 1, Q = (0, 1 } with 0 < 1 and let (Fe)(v) = 1 iff w(v) = 1 or 
w(v - 2) = 1. Then Lim(G,, 1) = [0,2] while j(Fk6,),l = k + 1. 
Proo$ Without loss of generality we may assume that there exists a p so 
(FP6Jr # 0; otherwise both expressions in the statement of (4.2) are zero. Hence 
Lim(G,, r) # 0. 
Write W = Lim(G,, r). By (3.1), for each k we have (FkS ), c kW. Choose E > n”*, 
Then CN((Fkc5,),) c N((Fkc5,),, E) c N(k W, E ) , so V(CN((F’6&) < V(N(kW, E)). Yet 
CN((Fk6,),)) is a union of unit hypercubes, so V(CN((Fkks,),)) = I(l;“S,),l. 
We conclude ((FkS,),) < V(N(kW, E)) = V(kW) + [ V(N(kW, E)) - V(kW)]. Hence 
I(Fk4J,Ilk” < WV+ [WWK &)I- WWIlk”=WV + WW’(NK #)I - 
v( W)IlW). Yet h_,+ [V(N(W,6))- V(W)]/d=A(W) by Eggleston [4; p.881. 
A(w) is finite since W is compact and convex. Hence 
lim sup I(F”S,), I/k” < I’( w>. (1) 
The remainder of the argument is more complicated. Observe first that if u = (0, 
0 )...) *l, 0 )..., 0) is a unit vector in Z” and u satisfies that 6, + u < Fp6, (since 
(Fp6,),# 0) then by nondegeneracy there exists I so F’S, > 6, + u -u. Then 
Fp”IBg > Fp(6,) + u - u > 6, + u. It follows that there exists L so for any such unit 
vector u we have FL6, > 6, + u. If (a, ,..., a,,) E R”, write l((a,,..., a,,)) = 
Ia,] + Ia21 + a.. -I la,l. Th en if v E Z” satisfies l(v) < s, it follows u E (F%,),. But 
l(w) and I w I are both norms on R”, hence are equivalent (see Hirsch and Smale [8; 
p. 78]), so that there exists a constant c > 0 such that I(w) Q c I w I. We conclude that 
if u E Z” satisfies ]uI < t, then u E (flCrJLBp)r, (W e use the greatest integer function 
here.) 
Now let E > 0 be arbitrary. By (4.1) there exists A4 so that whenever k > M it 
follows that WC N((Fk8,),/k, E), hence kW c N((Fk6,)),, kc). So each point x of 
k w n Z” lies within ke of a point w E (FkS,), ; but 6, + w Q 6, + w < FkS, , so by the 
previous paragraph x E (F[ckr1L+k8q),. We conclude kWn Z” c (Fk+rckcl’Bg)r for 
k>h4. 
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But we shall soon see 





It will then follow that V( IV) < (1 + c&L)” a lim inf I(FkS,), J/k” for all E > 0. Letting E 
decrease to 0, we then shall obtain V(W) < lim inf I(FkJ,),.l/k”. This, together with 
(1 ), will prove the theorem. 
To prove (2) we choose L > 0 and let Int, W denote the set of points x E W so all 
points y within distance 1 of x lie also in W. It is easy to see, using nondegeneracy, 
that W has nonempty interior, so W= Cl(UA>, Int, IV) since W is convex. But if 
x E Int, W, then x + D(J) c W so kx + D(kJ) c kW. If k is so large that M > n”*. 
then kx = (kx,, kx, ,..., kx,) E C([kx,] ,..., [kx,]) and ([kx,] ,..., [kx,]) E kW. Hence 
for k > nV2/1, k Int, W G CN(kWn Z”) E N(kW, (n + 1)““). Thus V(k Int, W) < 
JkW n Z”I < V(N(kW, (n + 1)v2)) and V(Int, IV) < I k Wn Z” l/k” < V(N( W, 
(n + 1)“2/k)). Letting A decrease to 0 and k + co we obtain (2). 
To prove (3) we choose a sequence k, --t co so I(Fki6,),l/k~ + lim inf((FkJ,), l/k”. 
For each i choose ji SO ji + [CjiS]L.g k, Q (ji + 1) + [C(ji + l)s]L. Then 
limi,, k,/(ji + [cj,s]L) = 1. Hence I(Fji+typlLB q)rI/Ui + IcIielL)” GI(Fkiaq)rll(ji + 
lCjiE]L)“, whose right hand member converges to lim inf I(F”8,),I/k”. Assertion (3) 
follows, and the proof of the theorem is complete. ti 
Remark. An easy modification of the above argument, together with (4.1), will 
show that if w E 92, satisfies that W = Lim sup@, r) is compact and convex, then 
lim sup I(Fpw),l/p” < V(w). The appropriate notion of nondegeneracy needed to 
obtain an equality is in general more complicated. Nevertheless certain extensions of 
(4.2) may easily be made as at the end of Section 3. As a sample, we state the 
following result: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose q E Q and co E SZ, satisfies 6, < w < FmS, for some 
m. Assume F is nondegenerate for q. Then for r > q 
l im  ImJ-4 I 
k-cc k" 
= V(Lim(G,, r)). 
proof: l(Fk4J,I Q I(F”w),l < I(~k’“4J,l f or large k. Use of (4.2) yields the 
result. i 
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Application. Let S = {VI, vz,..., v,,,} be a finite subset of Z”. Let S, be the set of 
distinct vectors x which can be written x = vi, + uit + . . - + vii (where repetitions are 
allowed). Assume for simplicity that each integer unit vector 1.4 in Z” is an element of 
S and that 0 E S. Let W denote the convex hull of the vectors vi, I+,..., v,. Let 
Q = (0, I } with 0 < 1 and let F: 42, -+ 9; be defined by (Fe)(u) = 1 if and only if 
for some i, o(u - vi) = 1. It is easy to see that F is ordered, nondegenerate for 1 E Q, 
and Lim(G,, 1) = W. Moreover for k > 1, 1 Sk/ = I(FkS,), 1. Hence lim,, 1 S,I/k” = 
V(W). This result thus yields an approximation of 1 S,( for large k; namely, 
ISkI w k”V? 
5. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Here we describe an ordered transition rule F on 9; and a finite 
configuration w E 4: such that Lim inf(w, q) # Lim sup(w, q). 
Let Q = (0, 1 } with 0 < 1 the only nontrivial inequality. Define w E 4: so 
w(v) = 0 for all u except for v in the following list: (0, 0), (LO), (2,0), (3,0), (4,0), 
(5, O), (6,0), (7, O), (3, l), (2,2), (1,3), (0,4), (0,3), (0,2), (0,l). (Thus 0 is 
supported by a triangle and a line segment.) Define F: 9; -P 9: by (Fr)(u) = 1 if 
and only if at least one of the following eleven conditions holds: 
(i) r(v) = 1. 
(ii) r(v - (1,0)) = t(U - (2,0)) = r(v - (3,O)) = r(v - (4,O)) = 1. 
(iii) r(v - (0, 1)) = t(v - (0,2)) = r(v - (0,3)) = t(V - (0,4)) = 1. 
(iv) t(v + (1, -1)) = r(v + (2, -2)) = t(D + (3, - 3)) = t(o + (4, -4)) = 1. 
(v) r(2, + (-2, 1)) = r(v + (-4,2)) = r(~ + (-6,3)) = r(v + (-8,4)) = 1. 
(vi) r(v + (1, - 1)) = t(v + (0, -1)) = r(v + (-1, -1)) = r(v + (-2, -1)) = 
r(v + (-3), -1)) = t(0 t (-1,O)) = r(v t (-3, 1)) = 1. 
(vii) Same as (vi) except to each of the vectors added to v one adds (1, -1). 
Thus r(v + (2, -2)) = r(v t (1, -2)) = ... . 
(viii) Same as (vi) except to each of the vectors added to v one adds (2, -2). 
(ix) r(U + (-2, 1)) = r(v + (-2,0)) = r(v t (-2, -1)) = r(0 t (-2, -2)) 
=r(v + (-2, -3)) = r(v + (--1,O)) = r(u + (0, -1)) = 1. 
(x) Same as (ix) except that to each of the vectors added to v one adds 
(-2, 1). 
(xi) Same as (ix) except that to each of the vectors added to v one adds 
(-492). 
’ One easily verifies that F is ordered on 9,. Moreover, if we define F*o E 9; by 
(Fwo)(v) = 1 if and only if for some p, (Fpu)(u) = 1, then Fmcu is supported by an 
infinite zigzag as in Fig. 1. 
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Observe that the ray with polar angle 45” meets F”Ow at points (x,, x,), where 
x, = 2”+ l. (It meets Fmw at other points also.) The point (x,, xJ is seen to lie in 
(Fpw), for p=(4-3)+2(8-3)+2(16-3)+~SS+2(2”+’-3)+(2”f’-3)= 
2 n+3 + y+1 - 6n - 12. Hence limn_(x,, ~,,)/(2”+~ + 2fl+’ - 6n - 12) = (l/5, l/5) E 
Lim sup(w, 1). 
Yet (l/5, l/5) EZ Lim inf(o, 1). To see this, we show (l/5, l/5) & Lim inf(Fooo, 1). 
If (l/5, l/5) E Lim inf(Foow, 1) then there exists a sequence (xp,yp) E (Fmw)l so 
x~/P+ l/5 and Y,/P + l/5, since F(F”)w) = F”w. Hence for any E > 0 there exists N 
so p 2 N implies 1(x,/p, y,/p) - (l/5, l/5)1 < E, and therefore I(xp, y,) - 
(p/5,p/5)1 < PE. Yet it is not hard to see that for any N one can find p 2 N so that 
the distance from (p/5,p/5) to (Fmo), is greater than p.s. 
For instance, the point (5 . 2m/6, 5 . 2”/6) has distance at least 2m5”2/10 from 
(FIB),. If p,/5 is approximately 5 . 2m/6, then for small E, 2”5”*/10 >pmc for all 
sufficiently large m. Thus no point (x,, y,) E (F”Ow), can lie within pe of (p/5,p/5) 
for p=p, and (l/5, l/5)& L im inf(w, 1). The argument can be modified to show 
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that Lim inf(o, 1) meets the ray with polar angle 45” only at the origin. Indeed 
Lim inf(w, 1) is the union of four line segments-those joining the origin to each of 
(LO), (0, l), (2, -l), and (-1, 1). 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Here we describe an ordered transition rule F on 9’2, and q, r E Q 
so Lim(G,, r) does not exist. 
Let Q denote the set of 8 x 8 squares of zeroes and ones. Thus each q E Q may be 
described by values q(i, j) E (0, 1) for i = O,..., 7; j = O,..., 7; and the cardinality of Q 
is 264. Give Q the partial order defined by q < I if and only if q(i, j) < r(i, j) for all 
(i, j). Let G denote the transition rule of Example 5.1 and define F on 9; so that F 
mimics the behavior of G; more precisely, if 4: 9; -+ Sf,,,, is the natural map which 
copies elements of Q into blocks of 8 x 8 squares in Z*, define F so #Fr = G#z 
for all 5 E 92,. One verifies that F is ordered and #Fpz = P#r for all p. Let q 
denote the element of Q resembling UI in (5.1); thus q(i, j) = 1 if and only if 
o(i, j) = 1 for i, j = O,..., 7. Clearly (l/8) Lim inf(o, 1) 3 U,.,, Lim inf(b,, r) and 
(l/g) Lim SUP@, 1) = Ulzo Lim sup@,, r). Hence by (5.1) there exists r E Q so 
Lim sup(d,, r) # Lim inf(6,, r). I 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Here we describe an ordered transition rule on 9; and q, r E Q so 
Lim(G,, r) exists but is not convex. 
Let Q be the set of 3-tuples of zeroes and ones with q = (ql, q2, q3) < r = (r,, r2, r& 
if and only if qi < ri for i = 1, 2, 3. Define F: Si-+ 9: by [(Fe)(v)], = 1 iff 
o(u + (-l,O)), = 1 or w(u)i = 1; [(Fo)(u)]~ = 1 iff o(u + (0, -l))* = 1 or 
We = 1; [(Fw)(u)]~ = 1 iff o(v), = 1 or w(u), = 1 or o(u)i = 1. Then F is ordered, 
and Lim(&,,,,,, (O,O, 1)) exists but is shaped like a capital L. 
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